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Space Astronomy and Space 

Technology:  Background



Historical Highlights
• Astronomy was one of the most important science in the ancient world. 

• It was rooted in naked eye observations and primitive stony instruments 

for astrometric measurements to determine positions of the Sun, Moon, 

planets and some stars what had both practical and sacral meaning. 

• That is why the majority of archaeo-astronomical monuments are 

simultaneously observatories and sanctuaries, with burials and altars. 

• An interest to the investigation of ancient monuments as instruments for 

astronomical observations has significantly grown in recent decades. 

• Since the 1981, the Oxford conferences organized by the International 

Steering Committee are called every 3 years. 

• European Society for Astronomy in Culture (SEAC) dealing with the 

problems of archaeo-astronomy hold scientific conferences yearly.

• International Society for Archaeoastronomy and Astronomy in Culture 

(ISAAC) was founded in the USA in 1995.

• In Russia, the first conference on the archaeoastronomy was held 

in1996 in Moscow, followed by the SEAC conference “Astronomy of 

ancient civilizations” during JENAM meeting in 2000 and International 

symposium “Astronomy 2005 – modern state and prospects” in 2005.



UNESCO Initiative “Astronomy and World Heritage”

• Throughout the years UNESCO have been working hard to preserve the 

humankind achievements, astronomy included, as the World Heritage.

• The breathtaking monuments of ancients civilizations like Decorated 

Grottoes Of The Vézère Valley (France), Stonehenge (Great Britain), 

Lines of Nasca (Peru), Pyramids in Giza (Egypt), Temple Of Heaven 

(China), Ulug Beg Observatory in Samarqand (Uzbekistan) to mention a 

few were recognized, which also bear invaluable educational mission.

• In 2003, the UNESCO World Heritage Centre (WHC) set up the new 

project to reveal and preserve the objects of archaeoastronomy of 

historical and cultural value all over the world. 

• The First International Meeting of experts “Archaeoastronomical objects 

and observatories” organized by the WHC and Regional European 

Bureau on Science was held in 2004 in Venice, Italy. 

• The strategy of thematic program “Astronomy and World Heritage” and 

general criteria of selection of arhaeoastronomical objects/observatories 

were considered including: i. Objects situated or related to celestial 

objects or astronomical events; ii. Images of the sky and/or of celestial 

objects and astronomical events; iii. Observatories and instruments; iv. 

Objects closely connected with the history of astronomy.



Space Exploration: Baseline

• Space exploration manifested the new great milestone of the human 
civilization. It made possible observations in the whole wavelength  and 
also, direct in situ measurements in other worlds. 

• The  Astronomy World Heritage Initiative should encompass various 
facilities involving those related to space exploration.

• Basically, great breakthroughs of the modern astronomy were achieved 
due to space born instruments and planetary space missions.

• Indeed, space astronomy ensured the most significant progress in 
astrophysics gaining invaluable knowledge about space objects and the 
Universe as a whole, thus broadening up tremendously the human 
horizons.

• It is therefore prerequisite to include Space Astronomy as an 
important segment of the Astronomy World Heritage. 



The Venue
• The project technological heritage connected with space exploration is 

addressed as a logic extension of the  Astronomy World Heritage Initiative 
because it is intrinsically related with  the most important breakthroughs in
space science and  it  is rooted  in space technology. 

• The idea was put forward at the Astronomy World Heritage meeting held in 
Kazan, Russia in August, 2009  (ASTROKAZAN’2009) and supported by by
French side, subject  to further discussions and clarifications. 

• The first step towards the goal has been undertaken in the D. De Vorkin
and author paper “Space Achievements as World Heritage” published  in  
the  Heritage  Sites of Astronomy  and Archaeoastronomy in the context of  
the UNESCO  World Heritage Convention:  A Thematic Study  (C. Ruggles
and  M. Cotte authors/editors), ICOMOS-IAU, Feb. 2011, Ch. 15.

• A  general understanding is that  the proposed segment of  Space  
Astronomy/Technology World Heritage should have an international 
significance in terms of the human beings tight relationships with sky.

• Obviously, international team of specialists should be further involved in the 
process of collecting respective materials/documentation and writing 
proposals to accommodate Convention on the World Heritage. 



•2005: Round-table discussion in the Russian Academy of Sciences 
aiming to define a core of the Thematic Initiative on heritage of 
science and technology.

• 2007: 50th anniversary of the Sputnik « Fenêtres sur le Cosmos: 
Spoutnik et l’Aube de l’Age Spatial »organized at the French 
Senateby ESA/CNES, Paris, France. Thematic research proposal 
«Odyssey of human creative genius: towards protection of space 
technological heritage connected with space exploration».

• 2009: International Conference on "Astronomy and World 
Heritage: Across Time and Continents“,  Kazan, Republic of 
Tatarstan, Russian Federation. RESOLUTION:
- Preliminary definition of types of technological sites and facilities 

connected with space exploration;
- The clearly defined landscape designed and created intentionally by man 
and intrinsically associated with the Launch Pad and the related structures 
development;
- The most prominent parts of space networks specially designed and built 
for manned flights;
- Historical sites where the concepts of space flight were pioneered and 
original space vehicle designs were tested. 

Synopsis



• 2010: ICOMOS/IAU Thematic Study on Heritage of Astronomy, 

Cairo, Egipt. „Space heritage‟ preliminary definition:
- heritage related to the process of carrying out science in

space;
- heritage related to manned space flight/exploration;
- human cultural heritage that remains off the surface of planet

Earth.

• 2011: International Seminar on Heritage of Astronomy. Institute 
of Astrophysics Paris, France. “Ground Space Facilities and 
Launch Pads (Cosmodromes)”. Discussion on tentative proposal of fixed 
sites and facilities pertaining specifically to space astronomy and/or generally 
to space science. 

• 2012, July  4: UNESCO World Heritage Committee, St.-Petersburg, Russia:

- Preliminary endorsement of Space Astronomy as a segment of Astronomy 

Heritage and basically, as a segment of Space Technology Heritage.

- Recommended to set up  International  Working Group under UNESCO 

umbrella in order to  discuss the main issue and develop proposals how to 

progress with Space Technology Initiative  and to  accommodate  Convention 

on the World Heritage

- Resolution quoted (next  slide).

Synopsis (cont.)



Extract of the Decision 36 COM5D adopted at 

the 36th Session of the World Heritage 

Committee (RF, 2012) 

• The World Heritage Committee:

“Also welcomes financial and technical support provided by 

State Parties and the International Astronomical Union for 

Thematic Initiative “Astronomy and World Heritage”, since 2003 

and also encourages cooperation between the UNESCO  World 

Heritage Centre, specialized agencies and relevant 

interdisciplinary scientific initiatives towards the elaboration of 

a Global Thematic Study on Heritage of Science and 

Technology, including studies and research on technological 

heritage connected with space exploration.

• Further encourage States Parties, international organizations 

and other donors to continue to the thematic programmes and 

initiatives and also requests an updated report on Thematic 

Programmes to the World Heritage Committee at its 38th

session in 2014”.



From MOU, 28th IAU General Assembly 

Beijing, China, August 24, 2012:

IAU expresses its continuing support to the UNESCO 

Thematic  Initiative “Astronomy and the World Heritage” 

and  in response to the UNESCO promotion,  is willing 

to further extend this Initiative over Space Science and 

Technology with main focus placed on Space 

Astronomy and relevant facilities.



WHC Initiative to set up WG on Space Technology Heritage 





UNESCO Endorsement of Space Technology Heritage  Initiative 





Space Astronomy and Space 

Technology: A Synergy 



Historical Space Achievements 

• Basically, there is a synergy between Space Astronomy and Space 
Technology, the latter serving a driver to progress with  astronomy.  

• Space Heritage Initiative can be further extended to many historically 
important achievements in space science and technology spin offs.

• Manned flights aiming to permanent human habitant in space and follow 
up extension through the Solar system serves as brilliant examples of 
Space Science and Technology Synergy.

• Among the firsts to  be considered as  Space Technology Heritage one 
might suggest Yu. Gagarin orbital flight capsule VOSTOK and Gagarin 
space suite; Apollo 11 lander EAGLE and  N. Armstrong space suite;. 

• Also in the list could  be the first orbital stations Salyut, Skylab and MIR 
which paved the road to the International Space Station (ISS), and several 
generations of space launchers including Space Shuttle and Buran.



Virtual Against Material Space Objects: 

How to Commemorate

• The key question is how to utilize and/or commemorate material 
artifacts in space being after launch rather virtual than tangible objects.

• The bottom line  is that, alongside with the valuable sites, monuments, 
observatories and instruments, outstanding objects operated in space 
are to be listed as significant material artifacts among historically 
important astronomical facilities. 

• Our task is therefore to find out a consistent approach of the legacy of 
various human artifacts and activities in this particular field of Astronomy 
which is intimately related with Space Technology development  to be 
recognized as the World Heritage. 

• Obviously, besides virtual world recognized space  objects selected  
and accepted by international bodies  (IAU, ICOMOS, etc.) mock ups 
of astronomical and planetary spacecraft preserved in the ground 
space facilities and/or museums could be commemorated and assigned 
as UNESCO Space World Heritage.



Tangible  and Intangible Objects

• The key question is what and how  to recognize and commemorate  
space or space related objects  and distinguish between tangible  and 
intangible objects.

• The bottom line  is how to select alongside with the historically important 
astronomical observatories the most valuable space facilities , sites, 
monuments and also significant material artifacts as outstanding 
space objects. 

• The goal is therefore to find out a consistent approach of the legacy of 
various human artifacts and activities in this particular field of astronomy 
which is intimately related with space technology development  to be 
recognized as Space World Heritage. 

• Obviously,  besides the ground space facilities  the most outstanding 
space objects  such as astronomical and planetary spacecraft 
recognized by such international bodies  as IAU, ICOMOS, etc. could be  
in the short list of Space  technology Heritage.



Space Facilities and Launch Pads 

(Cosmodromes)

• Space Facilities where recognized spacecraft were designed and 
manufactured  and  Launch pads (cosmodromes)  are considered as an 
important part of the overall space infrastructure.

• They ensured  development and  launch of spacecraft and thus are to be 
regarded historical cornerstones of space exploration.

• Examples are: OKB-1 (RSC “Energiya”), NPO-Lavochkin, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), Johnson Space Flight Center (JSFC),  Bayconour 
Space Center, Cape Canaveral Space Center, Koru Launch Pad.

• One should bear in mind  however, existed formal restriction to 
announce space ventures/cosmodromes’ buildings/objects as UNESCO 
World Heritage, subject to further negotiations.

• To start with, a part of these facilities and/or cosmodromes infrastructure  
of exceptional historical value could be suggested to resolve the 
problem.



Provisional List  of Astronomical Space 

Observatories
• As an example, we address several astronomical  space vehicles 

equipped with excellent on board  instruments of an outstanding 
value to astronomy.

• These are, e.g. Hubble Space Telescope, Quant, Chandra, WMAP, 
Spitzer, Planck, Kepler, etc., to mention a few.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/32/Hubble_01.jpg
http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/NEWSROOM/news/photos/images/cxro_art.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/24/Spitzer_earth_trailing2.jpg/800px-Spitzer_earth_trailing2.jpg
http://www.futura-sciences.com/uploads/tx_oxcsfutura/herschel_planck_L_0.jpg
http://pics.driven.ru/data/2008/07/cf74439faffef3574d28103c02eceb09.original.jpg


Provisional List of Lunar                       

and Planetary

Space Vehicles 
• Many spacecraft of historical value  (both orbiters and landers)                 b g 

provided close up views of other worlds.

• They greatly contributed to the planetary exploration and opened                    
up the new Solar system  - our closest  space environment.

• Examples are: 

- Luna 9, the first soft landing on the Moon surface; 

- Eagle capsule of first manned landing on the Moon with astronauts  N. 
Armstrong and B. Oldrin within APOLLO program; 

- the first automatic lunar soil return with Luna 16 and the first Moon rover 
Lunokhod 1; 

- the first landers on Mars with Mars 6 and Vikings 1 & 2; 

- the first space vehicles for Venus exploration with Venera  4 & 8;

- the first detailed study of outer planets, their satellites and rings with space 
vehicles Voyager 1 & 2; 

- the first entry in the Jupiter atmosphere with Galileo probe; 

- the  first landing on Titan with Huygens lander as a part of Cassini-
Huygens mission.

http://astrogalaxy.ru/foto001/foto0164.jpg


Space Technology Heritage in Publications: An Example 



Extraterrestrial Material/Lunar Soil

• Reconstruction of Solar system origin  and evolution  is intrinsically 
related with the detailed study of matter of extraterrestrial origin.

• This is a challenging goal to deliver extraterrestrial matter for in-depth 
study in the ground labs, the first  step along the track being lunar soil 
returned by APOLLO and LUNA missions. 

• These samples gave  us unique information about  the Earth-Moon 
system.   

• The main bulk of samples is preserved in Johnson Space Flight Center, 
Houston, USA, and in Vernadsky Institute, Moscow, Russia.

• These samples represent the real accomplishments of the human 
beings and they could  be accepted as UNESCO Space World 
Heritage.



Proceedings/Manuscripts of Space Pioneers

• In the venue of important topics selected  as space legacy 
Proceedings and/or Manuscripts of space pioneers could be 
considered. 

• This particular aspect of the Astronomy/Space World Heritage is 
addressed with a caveat to meet the criteria of the World Heritage 
Convention.

• One may suggest to list Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Hermann Oberth, 
Robert Goddard, Yuri Kondratyuk, Serge Korolev, and Verner von 
Braun among space pioneers.

• The respective archives  are pertinent  to select out necessary 
documents, publications, etc. in an appropriate format.

• There  should be a rather strict regulations while soliciting  UNESCO 
patronage over these documents.



The First Step: How to Start?



The Case Study: Baikonur 
• We are keen to see solid progress towards understanding the principal concepts underlying 

such a complex topic like space technology heritage. which, can be accomplished step by 

step approach in the context of this gradual development. 

• A real case study on Baikonur should satisfy the basic standards concerning tangible 

evidences of sites and/or objects to be selected as cultural entities of the world recognized 

value. Historically it was the first linking mankind with the skies. 

• Unfortunately, until recently no special guideline has been proposed by interested countries 

in order to satisfy the above requirements, as well as criteria for space science and 

technology sites/artifacts selection to accommodate UNESCO WH standards. 

• Obviously, alongside with the inventory and historical development description, management 

issues are to be addressed as the most critical in terms of the justification for inscription. 

They include comparative analysis, integrity-authenticity, criteria under which inscription 

might be proposed, suggested statement of OUV, etc., which are vital in the study.

• In the comparative analysis approach, besides Baikonur, Kennedy Space Flight Center 

(KSFC) of similar historical value could be considered as an option. Likewise Baikonur, it has 

many world recognized achievements. However, Baikonur has a priority as the site holding 

historical facilities provided the First artificial satellite launch and Gagarin flight which 

manifested the great breakthrough in the human civilization and opening space era. 



Baikonur: Credibility

Baikonur is one of the most advanced possessions 
of space era and it occupies historically important 
position in the human culture. Its recognized 
achievements and credibility fully satisfies to the 
World Heritage Convention 
(http://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines) stating in an 
Article 49 that “Outstanding Universal Value means 
cultural and/or natural significance which is so 
exceptional as to transcend national boundaries 
and to be of common importance for present and 
future generations of all humanity” and also 
“represent a masterpiece of human creative 
genius” (ibid, Article 77i).



Baikonour: An Inscription
• Baikonour cosmodrome is a huge area with numerous launch pads and facilities in 

its infrastructure as it was described in the previous section, which has been 

dramatically extended since those historical the first satellite and Gagarin flights. 

In order to satisfy integrity-authenticity requirements. 

• It is suggested to extend UNESCO patronage over only a small part of the overall 

Baikonur site/infrastructure - the famous "Launch pad № 2" known as "Gagarin's 

start site". In addition to the Gagarin's start site, two small cottages “Gagarin” and 

“Korolev” where the first cosmonaut and Chief Designer stayed overnight before 

the historical flight, could be suggested.

• Following WH Convention (1972) is based upon tangible evidences. Gagarin's 

launch pad is in place and operational. The start’s facility is integrated in terms of 

the capable space technologies used for testing and launch of manned craft. 

Many cosmonauts and crews have been launched since the Gagarin first flight.

• Also, in the sense of state of integrity, it is justified that no eventual lacks or partial 

demolition occurred since the Gagarin time. 



Baikonour: Authenticity
• The facility authenticity is undoubted and well documented including historical 

archives available. Commemoration of the historical events related to the launch 

pad is inscribed on the stone plate erected in site besides the pad. 

• While original launch pad and close environment were partially reconstructed 

incorporating modern equipment  that did not influence authenticity. 

• The Gagarin and Korolev cottages have been repaired but did not experienced 

any changes including the former furniture and personal belongings. The places 

fully preserved the tangible attributes of the history and can be commemorated 

as the UNESCO WH. 

• Thus the Gagarin's start site and cottages satisfy criteria under which inscription 

might be proposed, as well as suggested statement of OUV.

• Their recognition as WH seems will not impose political obstacles despite the 

fact that Baiconur is under international Russia-Kazakhstan joint jurisdiction. 

Some important issues are to be negotiated by Roscosmos including managerial 

aspects of the Initiative implementation.



Conclusions
• Space Astronomy and Planetary Exploration ensured the most significant 

progress in gaining  knowledge about Solar system and the Universe thus 
broadening up tremendously the human horizons. 

• Basically, there is a synergy between Space Astronomy and Space 
Technology, the latter serving a driver to progress with  astronomy.

• It is therefore prerequisite to include Space Astronomy /Technology
represented by astronomical  spacecraft and probes as an important segment of 
the UNESCO Astronomy World Heritage (Joint Russian-French proposal).  

• A consistent approach to the legacy of  space  facilities and  human artifacts  
is proposed  to be developed  and recognized as Space Technology Heritage.

• Launch  pads and ground based space facilities could be selected  to start 
with  accepting the  proposed  Space Heritage Initiative. 

• The Initiative could be further expanded to other historically important 
achievements in space science and technology involving  the first manned 
flights  and space habitant. 

• International  Working Group under UNESCO umbrella is to be set up in order 
to  discuss the main issues and develop proposals how to progress with Space 
Technology Initiative  and to  accommodate  Convention on the World Heritage. 


